. Micrographs of Xe-N2 samples at low pressures. The left column shows the behaviour of a Xe-N2 mixture of roughtly 50/50 on compression to 5.3 GPa. The "8" shape figure is Xe single crystal embedded in a Xe(N2)2. The right column shows the evolution of a Xe-rich N2/Xe mixture over a 48 hour period after sample loading at constant pressure. Figure S2 . X-ray diffraction image plates (a) Data collected at 3 GPa shows the presence of the Xe fcc phase and the first diffraction peak from liquid nitrogen; (b) At 5.6 GPa the diffraction pattern of polycrystalline Xe(N2)2 phase dominates the image plate. Additional peaks are due to excess Xe and scattering from the diamond anvils. Figure S4 . X-ray diffraction pattern of Xe/Xe(N2)2 at 103 GPa. Low-angle peak marked by * corresponds to the (101) peak of Xe(N2)2, additional diffracted intensity marked by * are also due to Xe(N2)2, although an unambiguous indexing is not possible due. I n t e n s i t y W a v e l e n g t h ( n m ) 1 5 6 G P a 1 4 3 G P a 1 1 8 G P a 1 0 8 G P a 5 0 G P a Figure S7 . Raw transmission spectra for the N2-rich sample in the visible (left) and mid infra-red regions (right) up to 156 GPa. The dip in intensity at 514 nm is due to the notch filters.
